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The EE Profession

Simon Wong
EE Vice Chair

24 September 2007
Course Details

Lectures and discussions on topics of importance to the electrical engineering professional. Continuing education, professional societies, intellectual property and patents, ethics, entrepreneurial engineering, and engineering management.

1 unit

Instructor: Professor Robert Gray, rmgray@stanford.edu
Office: Packard 261

TA: Raj Bhatnagar (Undergraduate TA/Adviser)
Office: Packard 110
Topics

24 September
The Stanford EE Department and Student Resources
Simon Wong, and Tasha Newson

1 October
Communication Skills
Keith Devlin

8 October
Graduate School and Admissions
Fabian Pease

15 October
Overseas Studies
Norman Naimark

22 October
Engineering Management and Engineer
Fred Gibbons

29 October
Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Umran Inan

5 November
Professional Ethics
Deborah Rhode

12 November
Patents
Roberta J. Morris

19 November
No class, Thanksgiving Recess

26 November
TBD

3 December
Experience of recent grads: a panel discussion
Policy

Attendance policy:
One unexcused absence allowed.
An additional absence can be cleared only by getting approval from the instructor or TA for an alternative seminar and then submitting a hardcopy or email report of at least four pages summarizing the substitute seminar and describing its relevance to the electrical engineering profession.
EE Administration

Bruce A. Wooley

http://www-cis.stanford.edu/icl/Wooley.html

Department Chair
Packard 175
723-5782
Wooley@ee.stanford.edu

Department policy and programs
Chair of Department Executive Committee
Simon Wong

http://marco.stanford.edu/swong/

Department Vice Chair
Packard 176
723-3706
wong@ee.stanford.edu

Department teaching policy and administration
Department computing and web
EE Labs

- Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL)
  Director: Mark Horowitz
- Information Systems Laboratory (ISL)
  Director: Abbas El Gamal
- Integrated Circuits Laboratory (ICL)
  Director: Robert Dutton
- Solid State and Photonics Laboratory (SSPL)
  Director: David Miller
- Space, Telecommunications and Radioscience Laboratory (STARLab)
  Director: Umran Inan
Natasha Newson
Manager of Academic Programs
Packard 173
725-9339
tasha@ee.stanford.edu

Diane Shankle
Student Services Specialist - Degree Progress
Packard 177
723-3194
shankle@ee.stanford.edu
Fabian Pease

http://chomsky.stanford.edu/~pease/
Department Associate Chair for Graduate Admissions
Packard 171
723-4114
pease@ee.stanford.edu

Howard Zebker

http://www-ee.stanford.edu/~zebker/
Department Associate CoChair for Graduate Admissions
Packard 171
723-4114
zebker@stanford.edu
Debby Bryan

Director of Graduate Admissions
Packard 170
723-4114

Debbie Peterson

Graduate Admissions Specialist
Packard 172
723-4114

admissions@ee.stanford.edu
Email List

• ee-students
  all students, undergrad and grad
• ee-undergrad
  undergraduate students
• ee-jobs
  NOT operated by Career and Development Center